
 
And what could be a more befitting day than Teachers’ Day to honour them? Respect,    gratitude 

& fond affection resonated in the elaborate spectacle put up by the students on the occasion of 
Teacher’s Day. Twelthees left no stone unturned in articulating their indebtedness in a potpourri 
of heart-warming speeches & cultural events during the assembly. Teachers were awarded with 

‘STUDENTS’ CHOICE AWARD’ in different categories as per their personalities and inimitable 
style. The senior students then put on their teachers’ shoes and took the charge for the day. The 
second half of the day was well-spent  with the august members of management who elucidated 
the life-long impact of teachers. The day ended with the following teachers being felicitated on 

the occasion of this special day for their  unflinching contribution to the school. 
 

 ‘Those who educate children well are  more to be honored than parents; for these only gave life, 
those the art of living well.’ 

 Versatile Virtuoso     Ms. Sapna Sharma 

 The friend , Philosopher and guide    Ms Rita Ratna 

 Riding the wave of change     Ms. Kavita Kukreja 

 The pole Star      Ms. Suman Ayub 

 Sangfroid Samson  Ms. Sunita Gupta 

 Masterly Megatron  Ms. Seema Gupta 

 Nightingale Piece de resistance      Ms. Divya Pahwa 

 Resplendent Persona Grata Ms. Neelam Chaturvedi 

 The Salubrious Buzz Ms. Bharti Gupta 

“A Leader is one who  knows the way, goes the way, and shows 
the way.” 

MAPS’ PRINCIPAL : FIRST AMONG THE EQUALS  
As a mark of Acknowledgement,  Ms. Punam Gupta (Principal) was          hon-
ored by the school management for selflessly steering MAPS in the          direc-
tion of meaningful Growth. It  was a matter of immense Pride for the staff to see 

their  Coach, Facilitator being bestowed with the  “Special Award”. 
Congratulations Ma’am !  
We are honored in your honor !  

MAPS Pariwar 

 
Ms. Jharna Pradhan (Pr imary Incharge) has been conferred with   

“Distinguished Teacher Award 2013”  by the Rotary club of New Delhi. 
“A proactive  change agent “    

Congratulations !!!!!! 
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 Teachers’ Day Special 05.09.2013 

* The Best Teacher   Ms Bindu Kashyap           * The Best Mother Teacher     Ms. Shilpa Goel 
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MULTI-MEDIA MUSEUM  
(CLASS X) 

 
Monuments are our link to the past .Conserving 
monuments is imperative as they provide to us 
vivid vistas of the bygone era. Under the umbrella 
of the ISA Project, class X undertook the activity 
of     making a Multimedia Museum on the NEW 7 
WONDERS OF THE WORLD and explored the 
factors responsible for the architectural loss and 
the preventive measures taken so far for their resto-
ration. The project started with the P-M-I          
(Plus-Minus-Interesting) decision making chart. 
The students gave their view point on the question 
“Is there a need to preserve monuments?”  A PPT 
was shown to all the sections of class X on the 
preservation and protection of monuments. Each 
section of 10th class was allotted one ‘Wonder’ and 
they prepared      multimedia aids like electric 
buzzer, documentaries, PPT, e-brochures along 
with charts ,3Dmodels,  mobiles, slogans and so 
on. The presentation by each section was displayed 
during Social Science Week which culminated 
with an exhibition of the ’Multimedia Museum’ on 
the New 7 Wonders of the World on PTM day. 
Hordes of parents attended the exhibition and   
appreciated the hard work and efforts of the      
students.  

WORLD WONDER FAIR 
 (CLASSES V & VI) 

 
The grandiose New Seven Wonders of the 
World entered the portals of MAPS when the 
students organized a World’s Wonder Fair on 
2nd May 2013 with the aim to create awareness 
about the new Wonders of the World and their 
preservation. As the initiation activity the     
students of class V created interesting 3-D    
puzzles related  to the new 7 Wonders of the 
World ,integrating mathematical operations and 
history. These     puzzles were passed on to the 
students of class VI who designed a                    
‘ 1-minute’     question paper for each other to 
equip themselves with the required information 
for solving these puzzles. On the final day they 
solved the puzzles as part of an Inter-section 
competition. Empowered with the requisite 
knowledge, the students finally put up the Fair. 
On 4th May 2013 PTM Day, the parents were 
invited to this Wonderous World. The spectacle 
completely floored the children as well as their 
parents who were completely cultivated and 
awed by the stupendous efforts put in by the 
students. 

   

POEM CARNIVAL 
(CLASSES III—V) 

To create concern for the 
preservation of the New 
Seven Wonders of the 
World, in the month of  
August ,class III pupil  

composed acrostic poems 
filled with apt adjectives 
to describe them. While 

class IV &V students 
composed various kinds 
of poems like cinquain ,  
diamante ,bio poems & 

haiku with                   
illustrations depicting 
their timeless appeal. 

Continuing the endeavor to integrate an international dimension in school curriculum the following IA activities 
were designed and implemented which made the whole school come together to develop global partnerships to 

achieve set objectives. 

 
 
With a vision to enhance our students understanding of some contemporary    
environmental issues the    integrated project ”Carbon Foot Prints “, a global   

concern was undertaken in Class IX &X in the month of May.    Students 
worked in groups to collect and  assimilate information on all subjects    

related to the topic. They presented the information in the form of surveys, 
power point presentation , radio show as well as e-newspapers and an     

interactive assembly.  It was an  unparalleled learning experience students 
which broadened their horizons and expanded their knowledge about a   

burning contemporary issue. This was also reflected in the feedback form 
filled up by students. 

 

CARBON FOOTPRINT:A GLOBAL CONCERN 



“Each of us is meant to grow and  blossom 
with more each day ” 

 

 

 

Pragya Jain (XI F)  is the students who set 
high goals & worked with determination to 
achieve them. Our hearts are full of pride 

&blessings for future   endeavours.” 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Ms. Rashmi Aggarwal  is the teacher’s choice 
whose hard work and determination to excel is 

what everyone looks up to . She stands apart for 
her swiftness, great sense and above all the      

excellent skills that make her the best out of rest. 

Under the able guidance of                
Ms. Shweta Sharma , (KG-C) class   

performed with dedication that               
separated this class as the best from 

average. 
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project for class VII served as a lavish spread which tickled 
the taste-buds of the students with pot-fulls of knowledge. The    
students gathered information about the staple food and popular 
dishes of India, Norway and South Africa. The activity ‘Food Court 
Box Puzzle’ was the appetizer to the sumptuous meal. These        
‘Box-Puzzles’ were exchanged among the        sections , where    
students compared and contrasted the food related customs of the 
three countries, thus making the feast rich & varied. The learners 
savored the experience as they feasted intellectually on the          sim-
ilarities and differences of the cuisines of the given countries. For 
another row of main course the children prepared e-brochures (to be 
uploaded on YouTube and flicks). The desert was sweet and               
lingering with international flavor.  

International Costume Parade was organized for Pre-schoolers and  
Pre-primers. The young ‘models’ pranced and preened in the traditional 

attire of the chosen as they walked the ramp to the tune of the music of that 
country. Prior to the event, the tiny-tots were shown presentations on the 
costumes and greeting-customs of various countries. A visit to Shankar’s 

International Dolls Museum presented to them glimpses and glories of 
dolls and their costumes from all over the world. Back at school, the young 
enthusiastic learners had loads of fun matching dolls of different countries 

with their costumes in fun-sheets. 

FOOD AROUND THE WORLD  

 HAUTE COUTURE 



JOY  AND  SORROW 
Joy and sorrow are part of life, 

Then why in sadness we lose hope to survive ? 
To our heart we should mention, 
Sadness is also God’s creation! 

God gave us misery, not to make us sad, 
But to make us strong to cope with  

difficulties. 
Life is not always a bed of roses, 

Joy and grief are there in small doses. 
Down in the dumps we may feel 

But It only acts to temper the steel. 
We should remember in our heart and soul 

Both in Life have important roles!!!... 
 

 A 
TEENY-WEENY WISH OF A POOR KID 
Tattered and Torn, 
Withered and Worn, 
Imagine-were they like this,when they were born? 
 
The leather is tired, laces are weird. 
Then, too,  they are so much cared. 
They are a tad too loose, 
But Alas !they are my only pair of shoes! 
 
Too ugly ,Too oldy old! 
And torn in their every  fold. 
I want something new and trendy . 
But my packet is scare of penny. 
I don’t want candies and lollies 
Nor any goodies or buddies. 
All I want is a decent pair of shoes. 
A pair that would help me avoid the boos. 
 
Dear God! Is this such a difficult task? 
Is this too much to ask??? 

KAVYA JAIN 
XII-D 

STUDENTS’ CORNER 

Raj Mishra 
V E 

Drishti 
III D 

Dolsy 
III D 

Vansh Gupta 
IV B 

Muskan Gautam 
IV C 
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Anshika Gupta 
V B 

Prachi Saini 
V B 

Urshita Aggarwal 
V B 

Jasmine Gill 
V B 

Ruchika Gupta 
V B 

Harshit Gothwas 
V B 

Saurav Bharti 
V B 

Saloni Gupta 
V B 

Himani Gupta 
XI -D 

 

Students presented meaningful &    
relevant advertisement on china tea as 
house activity. They showcased not only 
amazing marketing skills but           
communicative skills too 


